I WAS RIGHT
by SonlitKnight

Having taken a much needed-and much enjoyed- sabbatical from all things political, you will find my comments to be rare and brief. This one, for instance, can be summed up in three words; "I was right".
 
As painful as it was to comprehend, and as gruesome to behold, America deserves-and needs- exactly the hard medicine we are now drinking. After a decades long flirtation with Soviet style, atheistic communism, we are now being forced to drink a hearty swig and it isn't going down so well.
 
Right now, right before our eyes, all the myths pontificated by college professors are starkly on display, with disastrous results. The generation of ''me'' has to learn the repercussions of a life of mindless self indulgence. Learn, it shall.
 
So, in this past election, we were forced to make a choice. Drink the half a cup of socialism represented by John McCain or the full measure Obama offered. Many republicans, conservatives, patriots and people of faith concluded that we had no choice but to embrace John McCain's socialism to avoid Barack Obama's.
 
It was my view, that of the two, a John McCain Presidency would be the worse of the two for a number of reasons. Back then, I argued and annunciated those reasons very clearly.
 
The first was that John McCain was part of the problem rather than part of the solution. He was exactly the kind of Republican that has caused our current malaise. Calling himself a Conservative while never missing a chance to savage one on the Sunday talk show circuit, John McCain actually aided the Liberals in creating a caricature of Conservatism that bore little resemblance to reality.
 
John McCain claimed to be one of us when he is really one of them. He holds the same anti-religious, anti-sovereignty, anti-free speech, anti- second amendment, anti-border security, anti-life, activist judge mentality of the left, all while claiming to be the very model of Ronald Reagan.
In doing so, he helped make a mockery of true, principled, Judeo-Christian, patriotic Conservatism at exactly the moment we need it most.
 
If John McCain and his minions had attacked Barack Obama with a tenth of the bile they reserved for Sarah Palin, he might well have ascended to the Presidency. I am glad he didn't.
 
All the arguments we made about the destructiveness of atheism masking as faith, of a culture of death masking as choice, and of the gluttonous indulgence of society's dregs and miscreants fell on deaf ears. A selfish generation has come to believe that it can have it's fill of greed, sloth and self indulgence and no harm be brought to society.
 
"From him according to his ability, to him according to his need" is the aphrodisiac feed to unsuspecting kids by depraved school teachers and college professors. Beyond all the code language is a simple and grotesque message- " get yours, avoid consequences, obey no rule, allow no distinction". The lure of it's promise is so strong that it endows it's disciples with the power of the total suspension of reality within their own hearts and minds.
 
Intoxicated with this poison, this generation cannot cease congratulating itself on it's new found knowledge and enlightenment, using the sacraments of unlimited abortion, unfettered perversion and the absolute worship of government as satisfier of all it's wants. In truth, their sin is as old as Adam and Eve. The desire to replace the God of eternity with the god of the moment.
 
As is the case with all of Satan's lies, we foolish beings must at times experience the consequences of our folly. An entire generation is now experiencing that all of the empty promises of secular humanistic socialism lead only to despair. What people foolishly believe to be complete freedom is no more than the worst bondage and slavery.
 
The champions of big government are wearing out their welcome. They are turning on each other.
Soon, all the empty promises and rhetoric will be a distant memory and all that will be left is brokeness and despair. Only by having a government wholly of the liberals, by the liberals and for the liberals, can we have an environment where the liberals are helpless to hide or transfer their naked shame. The last thing patriotic, Judeo-Christian, conservatives needed was another soft shoe rino democrats could use as a whipping boy for their own sins.
 
If our nation has chosen liberalism, it must have it's fill and must not be insulated from the consequences. This is the only hope for making the kind of life-altering impression our young people need to realize the gravity of the lies that have been heaped on them. Then, at long last, we can hope that our suffering nation will return to it's moorings and re-embrace God, sanity and responsibility, if there is still a chance to do so. The drunk hasn't hit the bottom of the barrel yet but we sure are falling fast.

